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Abstract:

Design/methodology/approach – This study uses exploratory investigation to evaluate relations among members of the supply chain of perishable food items. In this context, it is designed to investigate the field, observe the members of the existing supply chain from rural and remote places, and capture their interviews to accomplish the objectives.

Purpose – This paper has aimed to address procurement, logistics management, inventory control, and distribution of perishable items, i.e., vegetables, fruits, flowers, and fishes during the social isolation period of the Covid-19 era to identify conflicting interests among the channel members, present inventory and information sharing scenario, and reveal organizational dispute and existence of redundant, non-essential, and corrupted members in the supply chain.

Findings – This study identified that although the supply chain of perishable food items is controlled truly by private parties, from a realistic view, the private-public partnership is essential where the government should play the coordinating role. In this context, continuous interaction, coordination, and information sharing among the members to establish an optimum and scalable network and remove any redundant nodal points is a key success factor for managing an efficient supply chain.
Research limitations/implications – Theoretical and managerial implication of this research is enormous. The existence of functional and dysfunctional conflicts in the same supply network and how it can be detrimental to the performance of the members are exposed in this study which can be an excellent source to be investigated. Practitioners and researchers can gain a greater understanding to identify the root causes of conflicts in the existing structural dynamics shedding light on organizational interactions, power, and group behavior during the Covid-19 era.

Originality/value – From the light of management and inter-organizational conflicts, this is a pioneer study that has detected the redundant channel members, their source of power, and how their removal can present an optimum channel with group coherence and synergistic interest.
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1. Introduction

Typically, the supply chain of perishable items is a complex interconnected structure where several networks representing overwhelming interactions, processes, resources, and members with conflicting interests exist (Surana et al., 2005; Ali et al., 2017; Shareef et al., 2020b). It is more critical during the social isolation period of the Covid-19 era. Since it is a close loop, structural dynamics represented by multidimensional robust parameters are interdependent (Fawcett et al., 2012; Dreyer et al., 2016; Dwivedi et al., 2018; Campos et al., 2019). This network is substantially nonlinear, members interplay among congruent or confronting organizations, and functions and structures evolve and span with different extents, scales, and drivers (Surana et al., 2005; de Brito et al., 2008; Mena et al., 2013). Consequently, understanding and analyzing any supply chain having sheer complexity from uni-dimensional interest is to some extent unrealistic and often provides misleading ideas (Surana et al., 2005; Park-Poaps & Rees, 2010; Singh, 2011). In this context, continuous interaction, coordination, and information sharing among the members to establish the optimum and scalable network and remove any redundant nodal points from any supply chain is a key success factor for managing an efficient supply chain (Dwivedi et al., 2018; Fosso Wamba et al., 2020; Shareef et al., 2020b). Several scholarly studies of supply chain group dynamics and resilient structure (Surana et al., 2005; Li et al., 2007; Pathak et al., 2007; Sodhi et al., 2012; Dolgui et al., 2018; Dwivedi et al., 2018; Shareef et al., 2019) explained this phenomenon by describing complexity theory ‘complex adaptive system’ (CAS). They exhibited that CAS is a dynamical element where interconnecting nodal points of different networks, topology, and information describing the status of the stakeholders, and the network itself is rapidly changing, configuring, restructuring, and forming new relations in a nonlinear and heterogeneous fashion. As such, predicting the performance and group dynamics of this kind of supply chain is often
critical, and the success of this supply chain depends on proper optimization of nodal points, networks, sequential interconnections, detecting redundant members, and establishing a parsimonious close loop in the light of CAS. Convergence with aligned interests and purpose is the key driver of planning and controlling an efficient supply chain having members with this kind of conflicting interests and purpose (Singh, 2011; Mena et al., 2013; Fosso Wamba et al., 2019). It is specifically important during this current pandemic caused by Covid-19 where social isolation is the only solution, so far.

Heuristically, a supply chain of perishable food items procures products and resources from rural areas, stores, processes, transports to the central location in big cities, and distributes as the forward movement (Ahmed et al., 2008; Al-Hasan et al., 2014; Fahimnia et al., 2015; Jabbour et al. 2017; Shareef et al., 2019). On the other hand, the backflow of this kind of supply chain essentially should involve demand estimation, financial transactions, and fixation of quality standards (Surana et al., 2005; Singh, 2011). At the same time, flows in both sides having group interactions include organizational cooperation, sharing information, technological coherence, balancing power to maintain the required topology in the structural dynamics of the supply chain (McLachlin and Larson, 2011; Dubey et al., 2015a; Dwivedi et al., 2018; Shareef et al., 2020a). Traditionally, in any supply chain, network members are functionally, technologically, organizationally, financially, and topologically interconnected and interdependent. However, in the supply chain of perishable food items, by definition, members are topologically connected for the movement of products; practically they maintain self-entity with autonomous functionality (Mena et al., 2013; Shareef et al. 2020b). Financial and organizational structure, technological adaptation, and logistics management are significantly diverse among the members (Daugherty et al., 1994; Dadzie et al., 2000; de Brito et al., 2008; Park-Poaps and Rees, 2010; Mena et al., 2013; Shareef et al., 2020b). Demand forecasting is not done to optimize planning and control of inventory, rather manipulate the price to deprive the less powerful channel members of their deserving share in profit (Dwivedi et al., 2018; Shareef et al., 2019). Logistics management is also aimed not to maintain cooperation among the channel members, rather establish their own unhealthy and manipulated control on the entire planning of procurement and distribution (Balcik et al., 2010; Shareef et al., 2019). Heuristically, other than a couple of powerful members in the supply networks (middlemen), the two end-members (suppliers at origin and the retailers) have no control over inventory optimization, logistics management, and structural dynamics of the network.

Coexistence and apparent cooperation for same or at least similar goal and purpose maintaining regular connections and interactions with sheer competition to snatch majority profit by depriving other members are sometimes overarching phenomena of supply network of any domestic perishable food items (Surana et al., 2005; Singh, 2011; Fawcett et al., 2012; Mena et al., 2013). However, it is often extremely complicated for any supply chain to have different members with conflicting interests which is obviously a real scenario for any supply chain engaged in managing perishable items (Mena et al., 2013; Fawcett et al., 2015; Shareef et al., 2019). Spatial, dynamic, fragility and restructuring effects in the expectation of a greater share in revenue earning are very
profound in perishable food item procurement, inventory planning, and control, logistics management, and distribution (Kiil et al., 2018; Moazzam et al., 2018). Cooperation is often not based on the resilient structure; but rather, it is due to maintaining minimum coexistence (Park-Poaps and Rees, 2010; Mena et al., 2013). Competition is not to manage an optimum supply network; rather, it is due to securing self-position to ensure a maximum profit by depriving the other channel members during the social isolation period of the Covid-19 era (Dwivedi et al., 2018; Shareef et al., 2019).

This is the typical scenario of perishable items such as agricultural food items, fishes, fruits, and flowers (Balcik et al., 2010; Dwivedi et al., 2018; Shareef et al., 2019). Many scholarly studies (Li et al., 2007; Pathak et al., 2007; Mena et al., 2013) investigated the barriers in the functionality of the supply chain of perishable items focusing on engineering planning and control and suggested simulation models based on CAS. Several studies explored and analyzed the unexpected scenario of this kind of supply chain considering ripple effect, disruption risks, and unbalanced structural dynamics (Lewis et al., 2013; Gupta et al., 2015; Gopal and Thakkar, 2016; Dubey et al., 2017; Shareef et al., 2020a). Researchers addressed this issue from an operational management perspective and thus, focused on information sharing and organizational cooperation among the running members of any supply networks (Meso et al., 2005; Dreyer et al., 2016; Dubey et al., 2018a; 2020). However, hardly any scholarly studies are engaged to unfold the root causes of inefficiencies and conflicts among the members focusing on the presence of excessive and redundant channel entities (Dubey and Gunasekaran, 2015c; Hughes et al., 2019; Hong et al., 2020; Shareef et al., 2020b). Without deliberating over the entire network of procurement-to-distribution of vegetables, fruits, flowers, and fishes with a deep look into topology, functionally, and autonomous inventory control, it is not practically feasible and justified to understand the group dynamics of this kind of supply chain. Recognizing the nodal points and entities of the redundant members in this supply network who are present, capitalizing the major share of profit, it is obvious that their presence is entirely not essential, and specifically, they are the obstacle to developing an efficient supply chain (Singh, 2011; Mena et al., 2013; Shareef et al., 2020b). Therefore, any intended investigation should be done from the perspective of organizational context focusing on planning, control, and cooperation during the social isolation period of the Covid-19 era.

At present, due to the strict implementation of lockdown and social isolation, the supply chain of perishable food items are severely disrupted (Cranfield, 2020; Robertson, 2020). Procurement, logistics management, and distribution are suffering from inefficient management, and it is further deteriorated due to the inclusion of new redundant members lengthening the cycle of procurement-to-distribution (Hobbs, 2020). It is particularly obvious in the supply chain of vegetables, fruits, flowers, and fishes (Reardon et al., 2020). Although, in the developed countries, online shopping has been increased tremendously (10 to 25 percent has been increased), in the developing countries, who are primarily the suppliers of perishable food items, due to the absence of strong online platform, structural dynamics of supply networks have been disrupted (Cranfield, 2020; Mussell et al., 2020). Chang and Meyerhoefer (2020), Reardon et al. (2020) affirmed that among
many reasons during the covid-19 period, fundamental causes of these disruptions are: organizational conflict, weaker transportation system and its management, and the presence of too many middlemen. Organizational conflict among the supply side members has been aggravated extensively in the supply network of vegetables, fruits, flowers, and fishes (Chang and Meyerhoefer, 2020; Singh et al., 2020). A strict lockdown system has forced the farmers to stay at home (Shareef et al., 2021). Utilizing the opportunity from this unorthodox problem, suburban middlemen are intervening in the network more aggressively, raising the price, to some extent 10 to 50 percent, and capturing the main profit from this network (Reardon et al., 2020; Singh et al., 2020).

From the light of management, it is essential to detect the redundant channel members, their source of power, and how their removal can present an optimum channel with group coherence and synergistic interest. This present study has addressed procurement, logistics management, inventory control, and distribution of perishable items, i.e., vegetables, fruits, flowers, and fishes in Bangladesh. Precisely, this study is engaged to identify conflicting interests among the channel members, present inventory and information sharing scenarios, and reveal organizational disputes and the existence of redundant, non-essential, and corrupted members in the supply chain. Specifically, this exploratory study has set its twofold objectives as:

1. Detect the source of conflicts and organizational topology of existing autonomous members of the supply chain of perishable items such as vegetables, fruits, flowers, and fishes during the social isolation period of the Covid-19 era
2. Design a model of supply chain considering optimum group dynamics in the light of the grounded theory of inter-organizational interactions

Therefore, the research questions of this study are to explore: i) What are the possible sources of conflict among the channel members of the supply chain of perishable items and, ii) How can the structural dynamics be improved in order to establish an effective supply chain.

The findings of this study have enormous implications for designing an efficient supply chain of perishable items such as fruits, vegetables, flowers, fishes, etc during the social isolation period of the Covid-19 era. It can address organizational conflicts, improper functionality and topology, and extremely unbalanced structural dynamics which can cause a ripple effect. It can also provide pragmatic ideas about reasons for price hiking, quality deterioration, and disproportion of profit sharing. Organizational disputes and hidden interest to deprive other stakeholders can cause broken and detached channels with apparent connections (Birkie and Trucco, 2020; Chaudhuri et al., 2020). Lacks information sharing and group coherence are also two impotent parameters to forbid the development of resilient structure and network. These issues can be resolved from this study. The entire study is engaged to explore and analyze these complex phenomena in the light of organizational conflicts, group dynamics, and the power of channel members. However, at present, due to the Covid-19 pandemic, since social isolation among organizations is extremely
important, a robust model integrating mobile technology in the design of the supply chain can provide an effective solution.

The next section of this study has presented a literature review on the supply chain of perishable items. Then the design of this research with entire procedures is illustrated. After that, findings and interpretations of the result are presented. The next section has addressed the discussion and theory development of this study based on the findings. The managerial and theoretical implications of this study are explained in the following section. Then the conclusion of this study is stated. Finally, limitations and future research guidelines are described.

2. Literature Review

To resolve the research questions of this study and accomplish the objectives, this study has reviewed the literature on the supply chain of perishable food items and inter-organizational relations. To recognize the problems and develop an efficient supply chain reflecting the identified problems, this research has also explored literature on resilient supply chains and issues related to fragile structural dynamics of the supply chain of perishable products. Several researchers dealing with rural food items or perishable items procured from remote and fragmented locations revealed that these markets are at the bottom of the pyramid (Surana et al., 2005; Singh, 2011; Fawcett et al., 2012; Mena et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2019). This scenario reflects a very scattered and unorganized connection among the stakeholders who apparently should create a network of supply structure (Zhang et al., 2019). From a theoretical point of view, these supply chains integrating supply members from rural markets are basically maintaining multi-tier networks (Singh, 2011; Mena et al., 2013). For supply network of highly perishable items, such as fish, where fishermen are presumably one of the keys and vulnerable stakeholders in this entire network, not only nodal points, network connections, and overall structural dynamics are creating complexity in planning and controlling the network, but also lack interconnectedness and inter-dependencies, self-organizational functionality, and nonaligned organizational objective are forcing the management of this type of supply chain to be nonproductive (Eisenhardt and Galunic, 2000; Choi et al., 2001; Kellen and Stefanczyk, 2002; Pathak et al., 2007). Among several issues, studies on the supply chain of food items identified that behavioral relations, manipulation, corruption, and self-centered interests are the root causes of this orthodox problem (Surana et al., 2005; Fawcett et al., 2015).

Researchers (Beamon and Kotleba, 2006; de Brito et al., 2008; Grawe, 2009; Defee et al., 2010; Mena et al., 2013; Dolgui et al., 2018; Wu and Chaipiyaphan, 2019; Messina et al., 2020) aimed to develop a resilient supply chain acknowledged several fundamental preconditions as the backbone of cost-effectiveness, efficiency, and sustainability, among which the prerequisites are: proper information sharing, strong bondage among the nodal points representing different stakeholders who are responsible for the flow of the products to the end customers, organizational cooperation, aligned objective and similar organizational functionality, and finally win-win
relationships among the nodes. Researchers of structural dynamics (Dolgui et al., 2018) and robustness of supply chain (Surana et al., 2005; Shareef et al., 2019) and organizational functionality (Dwivedi et al., 2018) agreed that if a resilient and justified structural dynamics is not established, operation and controlling of supply chain necessarily creates several disruption risks which must propagate severe ripple effects (Sodhi et al., 2012; Dolgui et al., 2018; Cichosz et al., 2020). Changeableness and robustness in structural dynamics is the obvious nature of operating supply chain; however, fragility, noncooperation, manipulation, and introduction of redundant members to create an unexpected network in order to detach the retailer and the producer from ill motives cannot be the base of structural dynamics of any supply chain (Dreyer et al., 2016; Dubey et al., 2018a; Dwivedi et al., 2018).

It is an important issue to instigate theoretical paradigms of the efficient supply chain which can remove disruption risks inevitable in this chain and thus, ripple effect. Also, it is important to develop the base of structural dynamics which can ensure optimum connection of essential nodal points, removal of redundant nodes, and setting off a parsimonious network. This can streamline the smooth and sustainable flow of products from the producers to the end customers through distributors or wholesalers and retailers. In this connection, Rossetti and Choi (2008) and Li and Choi (2009) argued for a pragmatic solution by proposing a shortcut network starting from the supplier to the retailer, i.e., disintermediation. Researchers argued that the presence of autonomous entities is well accepted, and it cannot be a reason for misalignment (Mena et al., 2013). Particularly in rural food item supply chain, interconnectedness among members who have autonomous identity does not reflect an issue of lack of cooperation and information sharing motives (Surana et al., 2005; Singh, 2011; Fawcett et al., 2012; Mangla et al., 2018; Mena et al., 2013). However, for the fish market and agro-based supply chain, the term ‘self-entity’, ‘detachment’, and ‘autonomous entities’ should be interoperated from different perspectives. After procurement of fishes by the fishermen or cultivation of agricultural food items by the rural farmers, ownership of these items is transferred to several rural and urban middlemen through manipulation (Fawcett et al., 2012; Mena et al., 2013). They form the nodes of supply chain networks, although their presence is quite nonessential and they exhibit autonomous organizational entities with self-centered functionality (Shareef et al., 2020b). Consequently, they hide information, instigate detachment, and provoke non-cooperation to deprive other channel members (Cox et al., 2004).

Several researchers proposed a dyadic approach to resolve this unhealthy relationship among the members of the supply chain by proposing a network with a congruent aim, purpose, objective, and functionality (Cox et al., 2001; Mena et al., 2013; Havenga and Simpson, 2014). Critics of the dyadic approach argued that for a supply network having a simple linear relationship, knowledge-based coexistence, and cooperation is a realistic solution. However, for rural and remote-based perishable food items (for instance fish and agro-based items), where a multi-tier relationship is present and where the main source of planning and control is to ensure detachment purposefully, complexities in this supply chain should be analyzed from the view of organizational motives,
conflicts, and display of power (Choi and Wu, 2009). The arguments lie in the facts that these members can never be aligned or easily removed from this network without the intervention of external power as these redundant members in the existing supply chain capture the primary source of manipulated power (Peng et al., 2010; Wu et al., 2010; Shareef et al., 2020b). Shedding light on the theoretical development of service outsourcing (Trienekens, 2011; Zainudeen et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2019), several studies argued that the inclusion of mobile information and communication (MIC — seamless connections through a smartphone using cross-platform voice over IP, VoIP, say Viber, WhatsApp, IMO, etc.) can be an excellent scope to gradually decrease the necessity of powerful middlemen and ensure adaptation of simple network connection from the rural or remote producers to the final retailers (Tate and Ellram, 2006; Williamson, 2008). This can also authenticate systematic structural dynamics with the simplest topology where the producers, for instance, fishermen or farmers are directly connected with the supermarket retailers. Transactional cost, lengthy lead time, redundant, and long network chain can be minimized through the seamless communication between the essential channel members through a MIC.

It is quite evident that the overall supply chain of perishable food items has not explored extensively in the light of organizational conflicts (Reardon et al., 2020; Shareef et al. 2020a). This is specifically true during the situation of social distancing (Singh et al., 2020). From the detailed literature review, it is revealed that while analyzing the supply chain of perishable agricultural food items, flowers, and fishes, researchers (Aker, 2010; Bosona and Gebresenbet, 2013; Bloom, 2015, Ali et al., 2017; Campos et al., 2019) are primarily focused on resilience, ripple effect, efficiency-related structural dynamics, and functions of intermediaries. However, several important issues like intentional organizational conflict, the presence of redundant intermediaries, and public-private partnerships were substantially ignored. From the aforementioned analysis, it is confirmed that to overcome those acute problems and create a resilient supply chain of perishable agricultural food items, flowers, and fishes, organizational conflict should be resolved by removing redundant intermediaries and ensuring government supervision. This current research can fulfill that potential research gap.

Several scholarly articles (Cranfield, 2020; Reardon et al., 2020; Robertson, 2020; Singh et al., 2020) are attempted to analyze this supply chain and performance network members during this current Covid-19 period from an operational management perspective. These studies highlighted that social isolation has detached several network members in the procurement cycle which causes prolonged distribution, price hiking, and management efficiency. However, these studies did not look at the inter-organizational conflict from the middlemen’s perspective.

3. Research Design

This exploratory study collected data of three perishable products having an almost similar pattern of supply networks and structural dynamics in Bangladesh from field investigation. These are
agricultural food items such as vegetables and fruits, recently familiar agro-based products such as flowers, and extremely perishable items collected from the river and sea, i.e., fishes. These three items were chosen to investigate their supply chain since these are very perishable items, similar organizational complexities exist in these value chains, and original producers (farmers and fishermen) and the end customers — all are deprived due to the presence of excessive middlemen who intervene in this market through their unorthodox and to some extent, unauthorized power. This present research design has been followed by several researchers conducting an exploratory study in the field of the supply chain (Ali et al., 2017; Arshinder and Deshmukh, 2009; Bloom, 2015; Campos et al., 2019; Dwivedi et al., 2018; Fawcett et al., 2015). To investigate the objectives, although the researchers have scope to do this in several countries like India, Bangladesh, China, England, and Canada — Bangladesh was selected due to several interrelated reasons:

- Bangladeshi market is growing very fast and it is completely an emerging economy.
- It is a developing country
- One hundred and seventy million people live in a very small area
- Supermarket retail concept is just developing in this country
- Marketing norms of these products where unethical power profoundly exists, government intervention is hardly observed.
- Exercise of power and power display is prominent and prevalent in this market

Since this study is aimed to explore sources of conflicts and organizational topology of existing autonomous members of the supply chain of perishable agro-based items and fishes, considering the aforementioned scenarios, the Bangladeshi market is an effective location to collect data and accomplish the objectives of this study.

3.1. Methodology

Since the study is basically dependent on scattered information of the rural fields, local markets, semi-urban marketplaces, and urban supermarket retailers, this study is designed to collect data directly from field exploration through extensive interviews and observation. It is a fundamentally qualitative study, and for this kind of investigation to get a constructive idea about existing supply networks such as structural dynamics, nodal points, their performances, roles and responsibilities, lead time, the spread of networks, logistics management, etc., the procedure designed is justified and effective (Beamon and Balcik, 2008; Balcik et al., 2010; Moazzam et al., 2018; Shareef et al., 2019).

While doing qualitative investigation through interviews and field observation, the study followed a systematic procedure to ensure the norms of an exploratory study. For justified reliability of the information and its validity as the outcome, this study designed prescribed triangulation methods with a structured sequence (Patton, 2002; Moon, 2019; Shareef et al. 2020b). It can be described in the following sequential steps:
1. Data source triangulation: This procedure is applied to ensure variability in the selection of data sources. For this research as the exploratory study, the data source is the field players who directly constitute the nodal points of this excessive lengthy structural network. There are two certain members in this supply chain who are defined in this study as the Principal: Farmers/Fishermen located in the source (rural areas and remote places) and supermarket Retails (located in big cities, particularly in Dhaka). So, the researchers along with three research assistants discussed with three managers of three leading supermarket retailers in Dhaka, three farmers in three different rural areas (prominent for cultivation), and three fishermen in three remote riverside locations (commonplace for fishing) to identify the probable members in this supply chain, particularly the agents. Focusing on the suggestions and directives of the respondents, this study also figured out several common locations and marketplaces (nearby locations of procurement at the primary sources) where the agents (middlemen) participate in this complex supply network. Several research studies (Surana et al., 2005; Singh, 2011; Mena et al., 2013; Dwivedi et al., 2018; Kiil et al., 2018; Moazzam et al., 2018; Shareef et al., 2019) investigating agro-based and fish marketing supply chain were also reviewed in this regard.
   a. Total two principals and five agents, each representing (possibly) a nodal point in the network, and three supporting service providers (cold storage, transport agency, and packaging materials) were identified who probably constitute a common supply chain of vegetables, fruits, flowers, and fishes.
   b. From five possible locations, ten farmers (two from each location), ten fishermen (two from each location), fifty middlemen (agents, from each group (total five groups of middlemen), two persons from each location), and fifteen supporting service providers (one from each group — total three groups, and from each location) were interviewed. In Dhaka (Four managers from four leading retailers), Chittagong (One manager from one retailer), and Sylhet (One manager from one retailer) (three big cities and familiar for supermarket retailers), discussion and interviews were conducted with six managers from supermarket retailers.
   c. In addition, five district-level government officers from five districts, nearby to the aforementioned five locations, were contacted for interviews and informal discussions to capture their valuable observations.

2. Method triangulation: Information was collected and gathered and converted into common constructs following different and distinct procedures. It was validly done following the procedures which are based on separate data collection systems like, open discussions, structured and semi-structured interviews, direct observations, and document review. Each interview and discussion were around 30 minutes long. It was almost informal. All the respondents were selected and contacted and the interviews were conducted under the guidance of local government offices (Food and agricultural department) during the first quarter of 2020.
3. Investigator triangulation: To capture information without any biases of investigators, the study used two researchers and three research assistants to collect data from the aforementioned five locations. In this way, the research could avoid any personal affiliation, conflicts, and interests and maintain variability in data collection through investigators.

Since, the entire information and data collection procedure followed qualitative methods, i.e., information through a verbal statement, after gathering, all the statements were rearranged, reorganized, restructured, and converted into consistent constructs following their explicit and implied meaning and significance and organizational sensemaking through cognitive schemas (based on past knowledge) and situated cognition (interpreted considering the contextual situation) (Maitlis and Christianson, 2014). Following the principles of matrix thinking (Patton, 2002), long answers were broken down into small pieces to figure out justified common attributes systematically. In addition, the identified attributes were contrasted with published literature (Dreyer et al., 2016; Dubey et al., 2018a; Dwivedi et al., 2018; Kiil et al., 2018; Moazzam et al., 2018; Shareef et al., 2019).

Market investigation through field observations and extensive interviews of different stakeholders of existing agro-based food supply networks such as vegetables, fruits, flowers, and fishes revealed that suppliers at the origin or source (farmers/fishermen) are typically located in rural and remote areas. They bring their products to a nearby village market and sell it to a village wholesaler. The wholesaler, after collecting enough items (generally this village wholesaler has moderate knowledge about market demand and limited access to domestic market information), gathers these in a nearby semi-urban marketplace to a Mahajan/Investor/Store owner (middlemen). Then a commission agent arranges an auction. The highest bidder, typically a semi-urban wholesaler (middlemen) buys the entire item. This identification from field interviews is consistent with the findings from the literature review (Lu and Yang, 2004; Paulraj et al., 2006; Jensen, 2007; Matani, 2007; Weerakkody et al., 2007; Schipmann and Qaim, 2011; Trienekens, 2011; Bao et al., 2012; Bosona and Gebresenbet, 2013; Somashekhar et al., 2014; Bloom, 2015; Silvestre, 2015; Emana et al., 2017; Dubey et al., 2018b; Zhang et al., 2019) on the supply chain of agricultural food items, flowers, and fishes in many developing countries such China, Taiwan, India, Bangladesh, Indonesia, Sri Lanka, Brazil, Mexico, South Africa, Uganda, Tanzania, Ethiopia, Kenya, etc.

These middlemen have control over transportation, cold storage, and packaging materials. During surplus supply, they preserve excess portions in local cold storage. On the contrary, they hike prices tremendously when market demand jumps. They constantly attempt to detach the two principals (farmers/fishermen and urban supermarket retailers), block their communication, and hide information sharing. Finally, the retailers are not the loser. They compensate for the benefit by hiking the price in their retail shops, and finally, the affected entity is the end customers who pay extra. This is the typical flow for the products of agricultural food items cultivated by the farmers and fishes caught by the fishermen. On average, for vegetables, fruits, flowers, and fishes,
there are three extra networks and nodal points in the backward linkage (local wholesaler, Semi-urban Mahajan/Investor/Store owner, and semi-urban wholesaler). In addition to that, there is a typical commission agent in the marketplace who arranges an auction and gets his commission. Sometimes, the Mohajan/Investor/Store owner purchases the gathered products, but most of the time, he just takes a commission for renting his place. The semi-urban wholesaler sends the products to the big cities depending on the demand. An urban wholesaler (forward linkage) buys the products and sells them to different supermarket retailers and many small Katcha Bazar retailers. Considering this common network, in between the farmers/fishermen and the supermarket retailers, there may be five middlemen.

4. Findings and Result Interpretation

From the field investigations, several unique and distinctive topologies are revealed that are significantly different from the manufacturing-based supply chain. Under this study, the important issues deliberated over related to the topologies are the structure, functionality, organizational orientation, information sharing, process, planning and control, inventory forecasting and demand simulation with supply, logistics management, lead time from procurement to distribution, resources, technology, and display of power. Synthesizing the findings, the summarized identifications are categorized into three groups shown in Table 1.

Table 1.
Distinctive characteristics of the supply chain of perishable products

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category of Parameters</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Structural Dynamics    | 1. Although in principle, the collaborative supply chain reflects a closed loop, this network is chained but not exactly close or connected  
                        2. In this network, clear demarcation can be drawn by splitting the members of this structure as principal (supermarket retailers and producers — means farmers or fishermen) and the agents (nonessential middlemen forming an open loop)  
                        3. Due to the presence of excessive middlemen as agents, this network is unreasonably longer  
                        4. There are so many unsettled nodal points placed in this network to form the chain from procurement to end customers  
                        5. There is no bridge or communication between the two major principles. Manipulated market purposefully detaches the source suppliers from the retailers  
                        6. Information sharing is barred and the entire structure is fragile. |
### Contextual Properties

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>In this supply chain producer or the source, the member is located in rural areas (farmers) or remote locations (fishermen)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Producers/Suppliers do not have access to information about urban supermarket retailers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>They produce as per capacity, not knowing the demand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>They have a severe lack of knowledge about the retailers’ policy, quality standard, and requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>They have a lack of knowledge about the customers’ demand and pricing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Power plays a major role in planning and controlling the entire supply chain operation and financial management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Source principal, i.e. the suppliers of this supply chain (farmers/fishermen) have no power to control any drivers of this supply chain</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Operational Process

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Total lead time is extremely long and thus, incompetent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Price is hiked for the customers although producers (farmers and fishermen) are not benefited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Inventory management from the source is not knowledge-based reflecting planning and control. However, middlemen plan and control inventory to manipulate the price. Farmers/fishermen have no control over this fixation and settlement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Logistics management is poor but this is purposefully manipulated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Agents, not the principals, control the operation, inventory, and process of this supply chain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Supporting resources are very much inadequate and underdeveloped</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1. Existing Supply Chain

Based on the complete qualitative study, respondents’ opinions, suggestions, and the researcher's filed observations, the following supply chain can be the average representation of the present scenario of vegetable, fruit, flower, and fish related supply chain in Bangladesh (Shown in Figure 1). In the backward linkage, although the farmers/fishermen should be the main member as the supplier, sub-urban middlemen (Wholesaler) basically control the procurement and sequential distribution. Again, in the forward linkage, supermarket retailers primarily depend on the urban middlemen (Wholesaler) to settle their price. Therefore, these two agents have substantial power to control procurement, inventory management, logistics supply, and profit-sharing. Since cold storage is an ancillary member, not a direct partner of this supply network, it is stated by the dotted line in Figure 1.
5. Discussion and Theory Development

Without proper understanding and analysis of group dynamics, organizational misalignment, source of conflict and power, and purposeful manipulation among autonomous entities, the generic problems related to planning, control, and operation of this supply network cannot be resolved (Zaheer and Bell, 2005; Li and Choi, 2009). All the characters, purpose, objective, dynamic coherence, and type of manipulation in perishable items should be looked at, explored, and analyzed from purely organizational relationships and operational management (Zaheer and Bell, 2005; Peng et al., 2010). The important constructs which should be analyzed are attitudes and motives, opportunistic behavior, structural conflicts and power, collaborative performance, operational interdependencies, and transactional cost (Matos and Hall, 2007; Pagell et al., 2010; Choi and Linton, 2011; Mena et al., 2013).

Shedding light on stakeholder theory (Phillips, 2003; Freeman et al., 2004; de Brito et al., 2008; Park-Poaps and Rees, 2010), it is explicitly reasonable to consider all the members playing some kind of roles in procurement, inventory control, and planning, packaging, logistics management, and distribution as the stakeholder. In that sense, all the middlemen who are considered forming redundant nodes and networks in the structure of the supply chain, but playing a vital role, are stakeholders of the existing supply chain of agro items and fishes. Now, look at the agency theory. According to this theory, the principals hire the agents to fulfill their goals and accomplish the desired tasks (Eisenhardt, 1989; Hill and Jones, 1992). Streamlining the overall process, facility,
It is imperative to analyze the dilemma of agency in the supply network of perishable items. Integrating the true essence of stakeholder theory and agency theory, responsibility, accountability, and authority of different stakeholders differ significantly based on the implied interests of the agents in launching the supply from the source to the end customers. The distribution of profit of any stable supply chain may vary depending on the relationships between the principals and agents and their functionality (de Brito et al., 2008). However, after analyzing the role of agency in the supply chain of perishable items, such as vegetables, fruits, flowers, and fishes, it is realized that agents are attempted to capitalize more benefits depriving the principals based on their capacity, power, and manipulated role (Singh, 2011; Mena et al., 2013) which is potentially contradictory in managing a resilient supply chain (Park-Poaps and Rees, 2010).

In the supply chain of complex organizational orientation where several organizations are working, it is prevalent that mutual cooperation is essential to stimulate core competencies of each organization to support the entire chain (Hong and Jeong, 2006). In this regard, the study of Li and Wang (2007) postulated that without inter-organizational integration of core competencies, interdependent organizational dynamics cannot ensure synergistic performance. Separated and detached organizations, staying in the same loop of the supply chain while searching for only self-benefits from the output of the supply chain performance depriving others, ultimately generate an unstable network (Cao et al., 2008). An extensive study conducted by Arshinder and Deshmukh (2009) to investigate inter-organizational conflicts and their impact on supply chain performance revealed that networked organizational members commonly manage several resources like inventory, logistics, money, and information. Despite this interdependency, when organizations having disparate motives in the supply chain of perishable items try to hide information important for resource management, lack of comfortableness arises in the close network (Singh, 2011). This ill-competition among the members of a supply chain leads to increase cost, long lead time, distortion of demand, i.e. bullwhip effect, quality deterioration, and uncertainty (Stephenson, 2005; Balcik et al., 2010; Dwivedi et al., 2018). This phenomenon is fundamentally against the overarching and central concept of forming any supply chain with a multi-organizational group (Grittell and Weiss, 2004). In this regard, several authors (Jharkharia and Shankar, 2005; Singh, 2011) are increasingly interested and recommend intensifying the use of interpretive structural modeling (ISM) where organizational disparities will be investigated, their goals will be aligned,
common coordination index will be settled, and mutual benefits will be reallocated based on their performance not based on power. However, ISM is not applicable for this kind of manipulated supply chain where organizational conflict is introduced purposefully, and disparate goal of organizations is not the reason for organizational differences; rather it is artificially developed to deprive other members (Stock, 1997; Surana et al., 2005; Mena et al., 2013).

Intra-organizational homogeneity (among middlemen or agents) and inter-organizational heterogeneity ultimately hamper cohesiveness among the stakeholders of the supply chain (Stephenson, 2005; Dubey and Gunasekaran, 2015b; Dwivedi et al., 2018; Gunasekaran et al., 2018). Conflict of interest among the members of different organizations is due to the absence of inter-organizational relations (Emerson, 1962; de Charms, 1968; Cordova and Lepper, 1996; Stock, 1997). These interdependent organizational complexities can be analyzed in the light of organizational theory dealing with complex behavior like the cognitive dissonance theory of Leon Festinger (1962). This is a behavioral theory that posits the psychological unstable status of human beings while facing a contradiction between their motives and actions. If organizational members perceive contradiction or conflicts between their attitude and behavior, i.e., if behavior and attitude are not aligned, they feel uncomfortable. This status is called an unstable mental situation. At that point, the common trend is that they attempt to remove conflicting attitudes or pursue behavior or attitudes to change to make it consistent with motives and final actions. When it is possible, this mental status is called a stable situation. It is human psychology. In the light of multi-organizational conflicts, while dealing with members of other organizations, the principals (farmers/fishermen and supermarket retailers) are forced to behave in a way that they do not perceive in their mind. In that case, they feel a serious confrontation between their attitudes toward that action and final behavior which causes uncomforiting and deteriorating performance (Rusbult and Van Lange, 2003; Reich, 2006; Chen and Risen, 2010). This is the case of both principals, particularly for the farmers and fishermen. An uncomfortable and unstable mental condition also arises when agents (middlemen) design their route of behavior willingly but have conflicts in their motives since they show one type of motives externally to other members but conceive different ill motives that are concealed, not exposed. This is applicable to the agents representing the middlemen.

Now contrast this organizational theory with the distinctive characteristic of the supply chain of vegetables, fruits, flowers, and fishes manifesting functionality including logistics management, planning, and control of inventory, organizational interaction, information sharing, topology, technology, and financial exchange. In the aforementioned dissonance of the principals, remote principals, primarily located in rural areas (farmers/fishermen) find their attitude and behavior not aligned. They are forced to sell their collected fish or cultivated agricultural products to the nearest suburban markets controlled by Mohajan/Investor/Store owner/ (middlemen) at the price, settled by the commission agents and other middlemen.

Looking at the second dissonance of the middlemen, all the local middlemen and middlemen in big cities who basically establish a fragile bridge between farmers/fishermen (principal) and
supermarket retailers (principal) are purposefully endeavored to detach these two essential principles. They control demand and supply to artificially generate the market status of surplus supply (for the suppliers at source) and surplus demand (for the end seller, i.e., retailers). Therefore, their actions (behavior) to manipulate the operation of the supply chain are willful. They also hide information about the quality standards, obstruct the flow of information, manage logistics poorly whenever needed, and hike prices considering future demand. However, their exposed attitude is not aligned with this behavior. They are attempting to show that this market manipulation is due to the detrimental performances of the principals.

This forceful sale of the farmers/fishermen and scopes of the middlemen to play in the supply chain are due to the following genuinely and artificially created reasons:

1. The farmers and fishermen do not have communication with the supermarket retailers in big cities
2. Although they are the suppliers at the source and should have control over inventory planning at the origin, they do not have a hold on planning and control on inventory, pricing, and distribution.
3. They do not have information about specific present or future demand
4. They do not have knowledge about the quality standard
5. The sole purchasers of their products available in the nearest semi-urban markets are the Mohajan/Investor/Store and the commission agent.
6. Scope to exercise power is substantially higher for these middlemen in comparison to the farmers and fishermen
7. Farmers and fishermen are very poor, scattered, illiterate, and not conscious about their rights and power
8. Local market close to the rural or remote farmers and fishermen are underdeveloped and completely controlled by these local middlemen
9. Transportation facilities are very limited, and farmers and fishermen have no control over inter-district logistics
10. Local preservation resources such as cold storages, packaging materials are inadequate in amount and controlled by the middlemen.
11. There is no active market control mechanism introduced and exercised by the government to regulate this manipulation of demand, supply, and excess stockpiling.
12. Technological innovation in organizational communication and information sharing, logistics management, demand forecasting, procurement, and distribution is extremely inadequate, poor, and not secured.
13. Profit-sharing is extremely power-dependent and manipulated. There are no regulations to oversee social equity.

Analyzing literature on the supply chain of perishable food items, such as flowers, agricultural foods, and fishes where supply networks of these items for different countries were analyzed, for instances, Europe (de Brito et al., 2008), India (Dubey et al., 2018a), Honduras (Bloom, 2015),
Norway (Dreyer et al., 2016), Taiwan (Chang and Meyerhoefer, 2020), and Thailand (Schipmann and Qaim, 2011), it is quite evident that the aforementioned issues of inter-organizational conflicts are very common and profoundly observed.

Contrasting theory of conflict in the organizational context (Emerson, 1962; de Charms, 1968; Van de Vliert and Kabanoff, 1990; Ertmer and Newby, 1993; Twomey, 1995; Wall and Callister, 1995; Rahim, 2002; Bar-Tal, 2007; Risen and Chen, 2010;) with special attention on the type, pattern, and outcome of the manipulations in the structural dynamics and associated disruption risks leading to ripple effect, these conflicts present in the supply chain shown in Figure 1 can be denoted by dysfunctional conflict. Under this conflict in the manifest stage, participating members impose as well as experience confrontations that are subversive to the growth and functionality of the organizational integration and entire topology of the network. The situation and motive of this conflict is predetermined, purposeful, intended, and designed to secure benefits only for its own organization or entity. Interestingly, this benefit is generated in their entire network due to the functionality and process executed by all the members and due to their synergistic performance. Also, another interconnected motive is to deprive the other parties in the network purposefully, although all of them are members of the same network. The noteworthy issue is, due to the subversive exercise of power by the middlemen, the performance of the principals will be hampered in the future, knowing that agents continue this behavior. Pragmatically, this is completely market manipulation; the crisis is generated artificially and must be regarded as unethical.

On the other hand, analyzing the behavior and attitude of the farmers and fishermen, their pattern of conflicts introduced in this inter-organizational dynamic is functional (Van de Vliert and Kabanoff, 1990; Wall and Callister, 1995; Rahim, 2002). That means the attitude and motive they perceive and the behavior they like to incorporate in this network are favorable for the effective design of this supply network. Similarly, supermarket retailers have a passion to keep priceless to increase sales and earn more revenue. These two principals (farmers and fishermen and the retailers) eagerly try to secure their equitable profit from this entire operation which is quite justified and reasonable; nevertheless, they also aim to maintain a balance between supply and demand fixing price reasonably. To design a cost-effective, efficient, and resilient supply chain with balanced structural dynamics is fruitful and thus, should be termed as beneficial for the organizational interaction (functional).

So, this scenario, considering typical group dynamics and inter-organizational interactions in any supply chain, is extremely unusual and uncommon since two opposite types of conflict dimensions exist in the same connected (apparently, actually open loop) network, both functional and dysfunctional. The complex question and concern are how to resolve these two controversial and contradictory situations. In the same supply network which is presumably connected, in the inter-organizational conflicts, the principals are pursuing functional conflicts to reduce lead time, maintain quality, curtail lengthy chain, and reduce the price for the end customers whereas the agents are purposefully injecting dysfunctional conflicts to hamper the inter-organizational
relationships. Therefore this conflict scenario is heterogeneous and complex, a confrontation between dysfunctional and functional conflicts. It is a practical dilemma.

Shedding light on the theoretical ground of common conflict management styles in organizational life (Van de Vliert and Kabanoff, 1990; Ertmer and Newby, 1993; Wall and Callister, 1995; Twomey, 1995; Black, 1998; Rahim, 2002; Belaya and Hanf, 2009; Risen and Chen, 2010), it is observed that the behavioral procedures under this scenario could be competing, avoiding, accommodating, compromising, and collaborating. However, collaborating can be excluded as the conflict introduced in this network is purposefully, so collaborating attitude is not expected from the agents practicing unethical behavior.

From interviews, observations, and analysis of the role, responsibility, functionality, organizational interaction, authority, and performance, it is explicit that both the principals should be considered as the essential members of this value chain. Without their actions and performance, this chain cannot be completed and cannot produce any fruitful and purposeful results. It is argued by this study that these two members, as the fundamental and primary stakeholders of the value chain, deserve to claim justified profit generated from their functionality. So, supply chain topology should consider their right as justified, ensure their presence as the inevitable nodal points, and promote their connectedness as the essential members. Considering the status in the supply chain, since the principals have the right to get a share of revenue on the basis of equity, for handling organizational conflict, both the principals must try to win to position, establish, and claim their rights following competing for management style.

In competing for management style, the deserving party (in this case both the principals) can legitimately strive to claim justified profit from the revenue generated in the operation of this supply chain and can put their efforts to win over the agents resolving the created conflicts, since they are in the right path (See literature on conflict, de Emerson, 1962; de Charms, 1968; Ertmer and Newby, 1993; Twomey, 1995; Black, 1998; Belaya and Hanf, 2009; Risen and Chen, 2010).

From our previous analysis, it is explicitly proved with enough evidence that agents (middlemen) are intervening in this chain by exercising unethical power and putting their efforts to deprive the farmers and fishermen and end customers. They are the source of this unwanted conflict where they are capturing more profits than they deserve from this supply chain with respect to their involvement in generating revenue from the operation. Therefore, in the light of organizational conflict management style (Van de Vliert and Kabanoff, 1990; Ertmer and Newby, 1993; Twomey, 1995; Wall and Callister, 1995; Rahim, 2002; Risen and Chen, 2010), they cannot claim to win over this conflict and thus, their conflict management style must not be competing; nevertheless, they follow this style to win over this conflict at any cost.

Focusing on the accommodating style in conflict management style, one party wishes to sacrifice his/her interest to let the other party gain the benefits (Van de Vliert and Kabanoff, 1990; Twomey, 1995; Wall and Callister, 1995; Dubey et al., 2016). In this case, although unwillingly, while dealing with the agents, both the principals are accustomed to this conflict resolution style. During
inter-organizational interactions, agents should follow this style since they are not the primary source of generating revenue in the operation of this supply chain. However, their resolving styles are quite the opposite. Principals are openly following the *accommodating style*, although unwillingly. And the agents are following *competing styles* secretly. From the interviews, arguably, it can authentically claim that the supermarket retailers are trying to avoid this confronting situation since they are dependent on the middlemen. So, they are, to some extent, for a time being, following *avoiding style* to manage the conflict. In avoiding style, parties may avoid the situation for a time being, since it cannot be managed by them in the present scenario (Twomey, 1995; Wall and Callister, 1995). However, who is paying the cost? The suppliers (farmers and fishermen) and the end customers (paying higher prices) are incurring the loss. Therefore, from the retailers’ perspective, the following avoiding style is not acceptable as it is the opportunistic view.

Although, may not be the most appropriate way; however for a realistic solution, analyzing conflict management style in inter-organizational confrontation, “compromising” can be applied. From the interviews of the principals, it is obvious that they are ready to negotiate with the agents and can sacrifice to some extent so that the agents will also sacrifice the same amount to settle a midpoint deal which is called *compromising* in inter-organizational conflicts (Van de Vliert and Kabanoff, 1990; Twomey, 1995). Realistically, due to their scope to exercise seamless power without any obstructive force, agents will not go for any compromise to resolve this conflict. Therefore, from this qualitative study of extensive interviews, it is clearly recognized that this organizational conflict raised due to the exercise of unethical power by the agents is not in a state to be resolved. On the other hand, the producers (farmers and fishermen) are helplessly and unwillingly accommodating with this complex conflict in the presence of redundant networks in their supply chain where they legitimately can claim the ownership. It is creating cognitive dissonance in them (see the theory, Collins and Hoyt, 1972; Cooper and Fazio, 1984; Gagne et al., 1993; Cordova and Lepper, 1996; Black, 1998; Belaya and Hanf, 2009; Chen and Risen, 2010) which is a fundamental source of fragility in the structural dynamics and ripple effect of the supply chain of vegetables, fruits, flowers, and fishes.

From a realistic view supported by an organizational conflict management style, grounded theory can be proposed to manage and develop a resilient supply chain for vegetables, fruits, flowers, and fishes. The prerequisite assumptions for this grounded theory are:

1. Government intervention is imperative, and it should be active to oversee, monitor, and coordinate the network inevitably required to procure these products from the farmers and fishermen and distribute them to the warehouse of the supermarket retailers.
2. Mobile information technology (MIC) should be incorporated between the two principals.
3. Now organizations are facing serious challenges in managing group dynamics and formal activities while maintaining social isolation. During the current pandemic situation, mobile technology has substantial importance due to social isolation.
4. In the light of MIC, both the principals will communicate continuously through a smartphone using a cross-platform voice over IP (VoIP) and instant messaging (IM) software, and this connection will be seamless.

5. Under MIC, mobile operating companies will participate in this network externally to authenticate communication and contract between the two principals.

6. Under MIC, authorized mobile money transfer companies should be included in this network externally to authenticate and facilitate money transfer from the retailers to the end rural farmers and fishermen instantly.

7. A close-loop through interconnectedness will be established among the members of this supply chain for better cooperation and interoperability.

8. With the assistance of the government, all nonessential middlemen (agents) should be removed from this network to i) support the farmers and fishermen to hold their deserving revenue, ii) help the end customers to get the products at the justified price, iii) maintain the quality standard, iv) actively monitor the market and legitimately stop any effort to manipulate the market, v) shorten lead time, vi) support and promote the supermarket retailers, vi) control cold storage, logistics management, packaging, demand and supply, and inventory management and, vii) oversee the distribution of profit on the basis of equity.

Based on the aforementioned identification, in the light of multi-organizational interactions and group dynamics where there is no unethical scope to exercise illegitimate power and play opportunistically, this study is proposing a grounded theory to manage the supply chain of vegetables, fruits, flowers, and fishes in a different fashion. Under the present condition, effective design of the supply chain should also consider the inevitable requirement of social isolation. For this kind of supply chain where one party is completely scattered and unorganized, illiterate, has very limited knowledge to share information seamlessly and get access to requirements to other parties, and has no scope to preserve own rights from market competition, the private-public partnership is imperative. The two principals should maintain a direct network between them with another active nodal point formed by the government to facilitate this supply chain. Under MIC, mobile operators and mobile money transfer service providers will also participate as the external resource supplier. This supply chain can be defined here as the private-public partnership chain (PPPC). The following figure (Figure 2) is the schematic view of this network. The dotted lines in Figure 2 are the proposed relations of government and mobile operators with other members in the supply chain. The government will monitor all the three members, farmers or fishermen, supermarket retailers, and commission agents (shown in Figure 2 by dotted lines). A relation will be established between the farmers or fishermen and supermarket retailers through the mobile operators to conduct an auction (shown in Figure 2 by dotted lines). For efficient procurement after the auction, in favor of the retailers, a relation is essential between the farmers or fishermen and commission agents (shown in Figure 2 by dotted lines).
6. Theoretical and Managerial Implications

Theoretical and managerial implication of this research is enormous. It has a substantial contribution to the existing knowledge of playing, controlling, and managing agro-based and fish supply chains in developing countries, particularly during this covid-19 pandemic situation where social isolation and lockdown is the only solution, so far. Many researchers (Balcik et al., 2010; Gopal and Thakkar, 2016; Dubey et al., 2018a; Dwivedi et al., 2018; Campos et al., 2019; Shareef et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2019) have investigated these supply chains from the perspectives of efficiency, information sharing, technology innovation, and logistics management. Several studies also explored and addressed the presence of middlemen who are responsible to hike prices (Surana et al., 2005; Singh, 2011; Fawcett et al., 2012; Mena et al., 2013). They also manifested the scope of exercising uneven power (Black, 1998; Rusbult and Van Lange, 2003; Reich, 2006; Belaya and Hanf, 2009) and acknowledged the presence of conflicts that may hamper the development of a resilient supply chain (Balcik et al., 2010; Gopal and Thakkar, 2016; Dubey et al., 2018a; Dwivedi et al., 2018; Shareef et al., 2019). Researchers also investigated fragile structural dynamics due to disruption risks and ripple effects in this rural-based supply chain (Dreyer et al., 2016; Dolgui et al., 2018). However, hardly any scholarly studies have thoroughly investigated the supply chain of vegetables, fruits, flowers, and fishes from the light of inter-organizational conflict management style and how the agents, i.e., middlemen can get the scope to exercise power, manipulate the supply of China structure, create excessive nodal points, lengthen network, and hike the price.
Researchers did not accentuate on the group dynamics of these middlemen from the true multi-organizational interaction perspective. Therefore, this study has unfolded a new area of research to identify and analyze the performance of the supply chain in light of organizational conflicts.

So far researchers (Emerson, 1962; de Charms, 1968; Van de Vliert and Kabanoff, 1990; Ertmer and Newby, 1993; Twomey, 1995; Rahim, 2002; Bar-Tal, 2007; Risen and Chen, 2010) have figured out conflict in the supply chain from an operational management perspective. This conflict is the byproduct of the operation. However, this research has provided a new area for the researchers that this conflict and confrontation between the principals and the agents is intentional and manipulated purposefully. It is not the by-product of the operation; rather it is injected illegally with the support of the unethical power of the local village or sub-urban middlemen. This study also has shown that this conflict is not something to be resolved because here one party is creating functional conflict and the other party is moving in the opposite direction by introducing dysfunctional conflict. The existence of functional and dysfunctional conflicts in the same supply network and how it can be detrimental to the performance of the members are exposed in this study which can be an excellent source to be investigated by academics.

Academics can find it interesting to realize the potential presence of the government and recognize their inevitable support. The proposed model PPPC based on the grounded theory of private-public partnership clearly can streamline a theoretical avenue for the researchers. The necessity of private-public partnership for the smooth operation of private business can be again felt by the academicians and they further investigate its performance through analyzing government influence.

Managers can also get an excellent idea about the topology of the supply chain when they purchase perishable items from the farmers and fishermen. Generally, managers of private organizations oppose any intervention of government in their independent movement; however, they can get a new thought and deliberate over this finding to realize how inevitable it is to include government in their procurement and distribution chain for smooth operation and stable structural dynamics. For competitiveness in the market of developing countries and emerging economies, they can beat traditional uncovered Bazars (called it Katcha Bazar) and small grocery stores, if price and quality are kept reasonable (Levitt, 1983). However, the present middlemen will not allow this competitive model unless the government intervenes in this network and removes those redundant middlemen.

Managers and practitioners can also strive and perceive the importance of the inclusion of MIC in their supply network to facilitate seamless communication with the suppliers at the source. Formal support from the mobile operating companies and mobile money transfer service providers can facilitate smooth operation. Practitioners can propose to the government to oversee this entire network through their legitimate power. Managers can also negotiate with the MIC service providers to be included externally in this supply network to form an excellent close loop with active support.
From the aforementioned discussion, it is quite evident that the findings of this study can provide deeper knowledge and experience to academics and practitioners. Supply chain experts can learn how middlemen in any network of perishable food items raise the price, control the entire value chain, and deprive both the customers and farmers/fishermen to get appropriate price and profit. Organizational behavioral theorists get experience about a new dimension of conflict management where the principals have no control. This study has provided substantial practical knowledge to the government policymakers and market analysts about the unorthodox price hiking of perishable food items where non-essential middlemen are playing the crucial role. Therefore, the theoretical and managerial implication of this study is enormous.

7. Conclusion

This study is intended to investigate the supply chain of agricultural food items, for instance, vegetables, fruits, and flowers, and fishes considering inter-organizational conflicts. Here special attention should be provided to the current pandemic situation where social isolation is mandatory. Literature review (de Brito et al., 2008; Park-Poops and Rees, 2010; Dreyer et al., 2016; Dubey et al., 2018a; Dwivedi et al., 2018) suggested that the supply chain of manufacturing items have been analyzed and optimized for many years. Many scholarly articles (Balcik et al., 2010; Gopal and Thakkar, 2016; Dubey et al., 2018a; Dwivedi et al., 2018; Shareef et al., 2019) have also explored the supply chain of perishable items particularly agro-based items and fishes and attempted to reveal their structural dynamics including topology, financial management, organizational interactions, information technology, and functionality. In this regard, special attention was given to understand the root causes of inefficiencies of these supply chains for developing countries (Schipmann and Qaim, 2011; Trienekens, 2011; Bao et al., 2012; Bosona and Gebresenbet, 2013; Somashekar et al., 2014; Bloom, 2015; Silvestre, 2015; Emna et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2019). These research papers have postulated many reasons including the most common, for instance, longer lead time, lack of information and its sharing, less access to information, lack of technological innovation, poor rural communication, shortage of resources and poor management of logistics, weak road communication, and inter-organizational conflicts.

However, while detecting and illustrating inter-organizational conflicts, these studies have focused on the lack of scope and opportunity for the members of supply networks and unwillingness to share information. The studies did not accentuate intentional motives to destabilize the market, manipulate supply and demand, and snatch the major share of profit by depriving the principal members of the supply chain. Despite acknowledging the presence of tremendous conflicts among the members, no studies have thoroughly investigated the conflicts from the light of organizational relations contrasting operations management. Nevertheless, without analyzing the sources of conflicts among the members from truly organizational relations and group dynamics, the root causes of these conflicts cannot be unfolded and theorized. Under this context, this study has set its twofold objectives to identify the root causes of conflicts in the existing structural dynamics shedding light on organizational interactions, power, and group behavior, and develop an optimal topology of structure based on grounded theory. This study was designed to capture the essence
of conflicts and organizational confrontation with unethical behavior and manipulation through observation, discussion, and interviews.

This study is an attempt to study this area through exploratory investigation. In this context, investigating the field, observing the members of the existing supply chain from rural and remote places, capturing their interviews are the realistic methods to accomplish the objectives. Considering the scenario of the existing supply chain with two remote principals (farmers, fishermen in rural areas, and supermarket retailers in big cities) and many redundant middlemen who constitute the unstable, open network with apparent connectedness, a qualitative study is assumed to be the appropriate way to investigate (supported by Choi et al., 2016). Among many reasons, the most common issues are: i) Information is scattered, ii) Problem is not explicitly identified, iii) Initially, the researchers were not sure about findings, iv) Even the nodal points of this supply chain representing different members are not recognized initially, v) Behavior and group dynamics of the middlemen is unstructured and unstable, v) Attitude and behavior of the middlemen is potentially contradictory, vi) The action of the middlemen is intentionally manipulated.

Considering the above uncertainties, this study was designed to capture the essence of conflicts and organizational confrontation with unethical behavior and manipulation through observation, discussion, and interviews. In this regard, from the primary investigation, members of this supply chain were identified. Then detailed field investigations were done through extensive interviews and discussions at different locations. Several members of all the organizations directly involved in this apparently connected network were under this investigation. Opinions were also collected from the ancillary service providers such as cold storage owners, transport agencies, and packaging material suppliers. Integrating the collected information, the researchers felt the necessity to discuss with government authorities, mobile phone operators, and mobile money transfer service providers.

The findings are listed in Table 1 and a schematic view of the existing supply chain was drawn in Figure 1. Considering the nature of imposed and artificially created conflicts, inter-organizational group behavior, display and exercise of excessive power, and distribution of revenue, the researchers have focused on several organizational theories, for instance, cognitive dissonance theory, conflicts development theory, and conflict management style in complex and multidimensional organizational interactions. It was aimed to understand, analyze, and develop a grounded theory to optimize the process of the supply network.

Finally, it was concluded that although this supply chain is controlled truly by private parties, from a realistic view, in this context, the private-public partnership is essential where the government should play the overall supervisory role (supported by Lu and Yang, 2004; Li, 2007; Mena et al., 2013; Rais and Sheoran, 2015; Moazzam et al., 2018). Concerned government agencies should interact with both the principals (farmers and fishermen, and supermarket retailers) to establish a fair and robust value network for vegetables, fruits, flowers, and fishes so that rights of the poor...
and unorganized farmers and fishermen are protected as well as the demand of customers to get a fair price is ensured. Previous scholarly research studies conducted by Dwivedi et al. (2018) and Shareef et al. (2019) also justified this finding. In this connection, the application of mobile information communication (MIC) should be introduced between these two parties to maintain dynamic and seamless relations which is also supported by Shi et al. (2016). It was also recommended to remove all the redundant middlemen through the intervention of the government. Reflecting on the grounded theory of the private-public partnership chain (PPPC), a robust supply network model is proposed. While designing this model, special attention should be provided to the current pandemic situation caused by Covid-19 where social isolation is extremely important.

7.1 Limitations and Future Research Guideline

As an exploratory and qualitative investigation, this research has several limitations that can be overcome by future researchers following this PPCP model. It was conducted in only one country. Cultural orientation can have an impact on the qualitative study. Similar research can be conducted in several countries on the supply chain of vegetables, fruits, flowers, and fishes. For the supply chain of fishes in Bangladesh, this study has mainly focused on Hilsa fish which occupies the highest proportion of the fish market. Future researchers can extend this study to other fishes.

In this study, the private-public partnership is proposed through government interventions. In the privately operated supply chain, the involvement of the government may raise several constraints. These are not tested. Future researchers can experiment with the type, pattern, and extent of government involvement and define the periphery of private-public partnerships in the market economy. Under the grounded theory, nonessential middlemen are proposed to be removed; however, future researchers can experiment with the feasibility of this exclusion. In addition, after the exclusion, how this direct relationship may work should be tested through a quantitative study.
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